Abstract. The supercooled one-phase Stefan problem in spherical symmetry with a heat flux condition at the fixed face is considered. The relation between the heat flux and the initial temperature is analysed in order to characterize the cases with a global solution (possibility of continuing the solution for arbitrarily large time intervals), a finite time extinction and a blow-up at a finite time.
Introduction
We study a supercooled one-phase Stefan problem in spherical symmetry (r G [T*O, 1], 7"o > 0) corresponding to a positive heat flux condition at the fixed face and a negative initial temperature. Problems of this kind have been studied by other authors in connection with the freezing of a supercooled liquid. Several different boundary conditions were analysed in [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [10] , [11] , [13] , for the one-dimensional case, in [1] , [2] for cylindrical symmetry and in [9] for spherical symmetry.
In Section 1 we give the preliminaries corresponding to the description of the problem and in Section 2 we obtain conditions for data in order to characterize the cases with a global solution (possibility of continuing the solution for arbitrarily large time intervals), a finite time extinction and a blow-up at a finite time. In Section 3 we study the asymptotic behaviour of the solution and we give some results concerning the particular case 7*0 = 0 with null heat flux, which are a sequel to those given in [9] .
In this paper we study the following problem: r 1 ,) ), po < a(r) < b, 0 < r < T u p 0 > 0. iii) 0(p,r) is a bounded continuous function in po < P < cr(r), 0 < t < Ti, 0 p (p,T) is continuous in po < p < a(r), 0 < r < T\, 0 pp ,0 T are continuous in po < p < <r(r), 0 < r < iv) a(r) and 0(p, r) obey the conditions:
The nomenclature is the following: a material thermal diffusivity, c specific heat, A latent heat of melting, 0 temperature, a free boundary, p radial coordinate variable, T time. The adimensional problem corresponding to Problem I is obtained by the following transforms: iii) u(r, t) is a bounded function, continuous in ro < r < s(t), 0 < t < T, u r (r,t) is continuous in ro < r < s(t), 0 < t <T, u rr , ut are continuous in r 0 < r < s(t), 0 <t<T.
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iv) The following conditions are satisfied:
where we impose, from now on, the following assumptions:
is a piecewise continuous function.
(Whenever we consider the derivatives of h and g we suppose further regularity of these functions).
Three cases can occur ( [4] , [5] , [12] ): As we shall see, any of these cases can actually occur with an appropriate choice of the functions h(r),g(t) in (3), (4).
Study of the three cases
In order to characterize the three cases we obtain some preliminary properties. LEMMA 
If (T,s,u) solves problem, (l)-(6) then
B (t)
Proof. Consider Green's identity
where L denotes the heat operator and L* its adjoint, with z = ru(r,t). If v = 1 and v = r we get respectively (7) and (8). (9) 
Proof, i), iii) iv) follow from the maximum principle applied respectively to u, u r , and u + hi (l -r) .
ii) is a consequence of i) and (6).
• Now, we shall prove a result which gives us a bound from below for s; that is we avoid the occurrence of case (C)(for the planar case see ([5])). 
Prom the maximum principle, w(r, t) < u(r, t) in i2 e = {(r, t) : s(t) -d< r < s(t), 0 < t < T -e}. It follows that u r (s(t),t) < w r (s(t),t)
, hence from the definition of a and assumptions on hi, ZQ and d, we get (10).
• Under assumptions (Ai) and (A2), we proceed now to characterize, cases (A), (B) and (C) in dependence on the value Q(t), where
We remark that Q(t) < 0, V t e [0,T].
PROPOSITION 2.4. Under assumptions (Ai), (A2) and h(r) > -hi(l -r), for r € [0,1] and 0 < g(t) < hi for t > 0, then
Proof. Performing the limit t -* Tb in (11) and taking into account that u(r,t) is bounded in Dt, from (8) 
Proof. From the assumptions and iv) of Lemma 1.2 we have that u(r, t) > -Ai(l-r).
Prom (8) Proof. Suppose that there exists a To > 0 such that Q(Tq) < Tq. Since Q(t) < 0, for all t > 0, we get
Prom (8) and (11), we have (8) and (11) Now we shall consider briefly the particular case TQ -0 and since we are in spherical symmetry, the condition g(t) = 0 is the most natural one.
The local in time existence and uniqueness of the classical solution for the case rg = 0 is given in [9] . The results obtained in this section are in sequel with those of [9] in order to clarify the behaviour of the solution as a function of the parameter R, defined below by 19.
We may obtain, as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, the integral representation (7)- (9) 
